
min. 3,5 m
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2. Prepare the photoshoot area:
 - Tape the reference quadrangle care-
fully on a hard surface. The edges of the 
reference quadrangle have to be visible in the 
photo so the color of the surface has to differ 
from the reference quadrangle 
 - A straight line must be visible at the 
edge of the photo, for the line you can hang a 
rope or a string from the ceiling or the wall. 
The color of the line should differ from the 
color of the background. A door frame or wall 
corners may not be used as a straight line
 
 
 - The photographed person should be wearing close fitting clothes (e.g. leggings and 
skintight shirt). Preferably sleevless and no dark colors. To create a clear profile use an elastic 
band at the waist and under chest level (check the pictures on page 3) 
 - Watch has to be removed for the photoshoot
 - Neck line should be visible so long hair has to be tied up. Face may be covered
 - No shoes
 - Camera resolution has to be atleast 7 megapixels
 - Set the camera 11,5 feet (3,5m) appart directly in front of the photographed person
 - Set the camera on the tripod just above the navel level (approx. 4 inches)
 - The camera should be set on a tripod, position must be the same in all three photos 

min. 3,5 mmin. 11.5 feet

  

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE TAKING PICTURES!

PREPARATION:

1. Print out the reference quadrangle (attachment file: ReferenceA3 or ReferenceA4) and the 
Made to Measure -chart for the assistance measures (attachment file: measure chart)

Reference quadrangle
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PHOTOGRAPHING:

· The photographed stands exactly on the centre of the reference quadrangle. All corners of the 
quadrangle must be visible
· The straight line must be visible at the edge of the photo
· The photographed should stand in a natural manner
· Do not use zoom!

1. Front view:
 - The photographed should stand in a natural manner, hands apart from thighs
2. Side view
 - First side view: Photographed should stand the same way as in the front view
 - Second side view: arms crossed so that the back line is visible
 - NOTE! Be sure that no part of the far side is visible (e.g. only the foremost leg should be 
visible!)
 

1. Hands about 7,5 inch 
(20cm) aside the thighs 

2. Hands the same way
as in photo 1. 

3. Arms crossed so that the
back and crotch side view are
visible
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RESULT:

· Make sure that the reference quadrangle, the photographed and the straight line are all visible in the 
photo 
· Be sure that the photo is focused
· Save and send the photos without downsampling

TAKE THE ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS AS REQUESTED ON THE MEASURE CHART! 

 A hanging string used
as a straight line
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